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From the Plant Manager

ANOTHER YEAR, BIGGER CHALLENGES
We officially put 2018 in the books and are moving into 2019. While 2018 had numerous
challenges, such as conversion to seven-day mixing, recovering from the summer flood, ramping
up EVO tire construction and hiring 150 new teammates, I believe 2019 will be even more
challenging. We have a lot going on this year with little margin for error.
First, let’s talk about the mixing department.
As mentioned, we took a huge step in 2018 by
converting mixing to a seven-day operation.
Please note the need to convert mixing to seven
days did not have anything to do with the Des
Moines production ticket. Instead, it was due to
a mixed stock shortage at the other Bridgestone
tire plants. With the mixing department mixing
rubber each day of the week, we can ship a
lot of rubber to these plants. In fact, we are
budgeted to ship more than 100 million pounds
of mixed stock to other Bridgestone plants in
2019.This is huge amount and much more than
in the past.
That means we need the mixing department
to run well. We put a very aggressive mixing
budget in place to achieve those mixed pounds.
We do not have any room for error. We need
to hit all our marks to achieve budget. If we
falter in meeting our commitments, we not
only impact the Des Moines plant’s costs due
to the reduced weight, we also negatively
impact other plants’ abilities to achieve their
production ticket.

“Since I have been at

the Des Moines plant,
we have taken every
challenge head on and,
with all of us working
together, we’ve come
out on top.”

The second item is a continuation of what we
started several years with the AG Breakthrough
project. In 2018, we began building the AG
Breakthrough (EVO) tires in earnest. In 2019,
the EVO tire demand is budgeted to expand
exponentially.This year, we are budgeted to
warehouse more than four times as many EVO
tires than in 2018.This puts a huge amount of
pressure on our Unistage TAMs, which is where
these tires will be built. We also need to make
sure with the added complexity and stringent
tolerances that we can produce components for
these tires. In addition, once built, we need to
make sure we have enough laser loaders to get
the tires cured. All of this takes coordination
between the production, quality assurance,
process and plant engineering departments.

A third item of concern is plant enrollment,
both clock card and salaried teammates.
As stated above, on the clock card side, we
hired more than 150 new teammates in 2018.
While some have left, the majority remain.The
process of hiring a new teammate takes at least
three months, and the training curve for new
teammates is between three and six months.
Currently, a high percentage of our teammates
are still learning, which negatively impacts
plant production. In addition, we are still about
60 teammates short, so the hiring continues.
The difficult part is that Iowa has the lowest
unemployment rate in the nation, so it is very
hard to find good people to hire. If you have any
recommendations of people who would like to
work at the Firestone AG plant, please contact
HR. We are always looking for good teammates.
The hiring problem is the same on the salaried
side, especially in some critical technical
positions. Some positions have been open for
more than six months as we try to hire people
with the skill sets we need. Technical demand
is high across the nation and particularly in the
Des Moines area. Sometimes it comes down to
a matter of pay, work hours, advancement, etc.
Those are all challenges we need to address.
In the meantime, we will continue to recruit
and use the resources available to us to attract
people to the Des Moines plant.
Looking back at what I have written, you
can see the word “challenge” is used a lot.
Challenges can be good or bad. How we
respond to the challenge determines whether
we are successful. Since I have been at the Des
Moines plant, we have taken every challenge
head on and, with all of us working together,
we’ve come out on top. While the challenges
may be a little bigger or scarier this year, we still
need to work together to overcome them.That
will be the true measure of our success.
Greg Halford I Plant Manager

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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THE NEXT
GENERATION
We have a new opportunity to get involved in Local 310 that
you may have heard about. On January 13, we held the Next
Generation Kickoff at the Union Hall. It was a fun afternoon of
watching NFL playoffs, good food, and learning about Next Gen.
We had a wing contest, and we had a tie between brothers Scott Brannon and Mike Hanson, who
both won t-shirts and gave them to two of our newest members who attended. It was nice to see
some of our most senior members as well as some of our newest spend some time together outside
of work.
The Next Generation program honors our
past, protects our present, and aims to make
our union viable and relevant for the future by
introducing our newest members to a lifetime
of activism and leadership.The committee at
our Local is just getting going, and it’s open to
any member who would like to be involved.
Watch for communications with dates and
times of the next meeting, i.e. bulletin boards,
Facebook, and the Local’s website, or just call
the Union Hall to find out more.

They make great gifts for yourself or others!
Past basket items have sported many themes…
spa gifts, toys and treats for your pup, and fun
kitchen items to name a few.
There are also gift certificates and coupons
for use at local shops, fitness centers, and more
across the metro. Silent Auction proceeds go
to SHF.
Someone always comes up with some crazy
games, too.You’ve seen them online – balloonpopping, cucumber knee-walking, and silly relay
races, etc. It’s a night to let loose a little and
have fun with your sisters.

Women of Steel
WoS Ladies night this May:
food, fun & the soaring hearts
foundation.
This year the WOS Ladies Night will be held
on Saturday, May 4. Ostensibly, it’s a fundraiser
for Soaring Hearts Foundation (SHF). It’s also a
fun time!
Soaring Hearts Foundation is a local
organization that advocates for victims of
violent crime. Executive Director and Founder,
Tiffany Allison, has been a friend to us during
some tough times.

Let’s not forget the food! Everyone brings their
A-game appetizers,snacks,desserts,whatev
er. If cooking isn’t your thing, feel free to pick
something up and bring it! No judgment!
We support her foundation’s goals to
EMPOWER those in need, ACT upon what
is in front of us, and TRANSFORM the culture
of silence.
Ladies Night will be a fun night to hang out
with your union sisters and support this worthy
cause. Peruse items in the Silent Auction –
indulge in some friendly rivalry by outbidding
your sisters on the items you want.

Call 515-288-9547 / Facebook: USW Local 310
Stop By 5:30am-4pm, Mon-Fri
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Please bring a work, or non-work-related friend
along! Bring some of the other “sisters” in your
life - moms, grandmas, aunts, sisters, (adult
nieces?), friends, etc. It’s a special evening set
aside for sisterhood and solidarity!

Yours in Solidarity,
Steve Vonk I President
USW Local 310

Plant News

SALES A N D M A R K E T ING R E P O RT
Farm Hard Rewards

Iowa Power Farming Show

From February 1 to April 30, customers will have a chance to take
advantage of Farm Hard Rewards where they will get instant savings on
their favorite eligible Firestone Ag Tires. Farmers can obtain their coupon
code by visiting their dealer or going online to Firestoneag.com.

The Firestone Ag team participated in the Iowa Power Farming Show
that took place from January 29- 31. Despite the cold weather, farmers
from around Iowa and surrounding states came out to the Des Moines
Convention Center to see what was new. At the Firestone Ag booth, the
latest Maxi Traction and Destination Farm tires were displayed.
Farmers and friends also had the chance to participate in the market
research survey where their name was entered to win one of eight
collectible Firestone antique toy tractors.

BSA Family Milestones

Cody Ellens (Engineering) and his wife, Katie, doubled their family
on February 7, 2019 when they welcomed twins, Andrew James (6 lbs. 7
oz.) and Asher Abram (5 lbs. 11 oz.). They join Noralyn (4) and Grant (2).
Congratulations!

L to R: Gene Merritt (Process Engineering), LCPL Cameron Merritt,
USMC, Anna Merritt, and Susan Stewart, at the occasion of Cameron
and Anna’s wedding, 12/14/18, in Yuma, AZ.

When your family celebrates a milestone, the BAAG family would like to celebrate with you! We're interested in news about births, marriages,
graduations,and special honors in your immediate family-- especially Bridgestone teammates' retirement parties!
Send submissions to therighttrack@bfusa.com

IT PAYS TO
COME TO
C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S , J O S H M AY !
Winner of two club-level tickets to
Blake Shelton, Donated by our friends
at Affinity Credit Union

TURN THE PAGE TO LEARN
ALL ABOUT PALOOZA

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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by Elyssa Appleton

2019

It’s been three years since we kicked off what would be the first of our annual Palooza festivities.
This year’s event showcased team members’ improvements in safety, bladder changes, our reporting system, bid
process and more. The result has been an increase in efficiencies and significant cost savings for our Des Moines plant.
Many thanks to our team members for your tremendous efforts that allow us to work both harder and smarter.
HERE’S A ROUND-UP OF EACH OF THIS YEAR’S PROJECTS.

Cut Bladders on Warm-Up Reduction
(Ryan Mumm, Cody Ellens, Dustin McKee,
and Brandon Umscheid) (1st Place People’s
Choice and Plant Management pick for SDP
Competition) This team successfully reduced
bladder scrap by 90 percent, saving $224,000
annually, by following and studying the data
and warm-up process that establish effective
countermeasures.

Layer Abnormality Reporting System
(Dustin Bradley and Jared Lofland) (2nd Place
People’s Choice) Dustin’s innovative idea to
utilize scanners for tire layers to report green
tire, bladder, and mold abnormalities in the
same way Final reports tire abnormalities has
provided the curing management team with
an incredibly useful management tool
for driving continuous improvement.

Safety First Campaign:
(3rd Place People’s Choice) (Rochelle Taylor
and Tyler Hurley) Through targeted safety
improvement projects and a new safety
awareness campaign, the Des Moines plant
enjoyed its second lowest historic incident
rate in 2018.
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Mold and Bladder Change
Workload Balance:
(Don Zeiser, Jesse Mesecher, and Jared Lofland)
By queuing mold and bladder changes, crews
now begin their shift with a full day of work
lined up. The streamlined process enables the
department to operate with 10 fewer mold
changers with no significant impact to mold
and bladder change downtime.The process
saves more than $750,000 annually.

Final Innovation Challenge
(Kim Peterson) With a nod to the plant
innovation challenge process, teammates
in Final submitted 32 safety, quality and
productivity improvement ideas, spurring
11 A3 improvement projects in 2018.The
intangible benefits of teammate engagement,
and the associated project soft-savings, more
than paid for the prize money offered.

EVO Capacity Expansion
(Don Zeiser and Cody Ellens) Introduction
of an innovative mobile tire gripper costing
$32,000 has allowed curing to run EVO tires
on presses without loaders.The alternative
solution would have cost $250,000 per press.

11 Cutter Wrinkle Reduction
(Bill Martz and Chris Shaffer) Data analysis
pointed to the 11 Cutter as a leader of
wrinkle waste in the factory. Several Kaizen
improvements that closed out our 2018
operations dropped this source of wrinkles
to near zero by year end, saving more than
$20,000 annually.

Tire Room Compounds Dumped
(Tim Breon) Work area 5S, standard work, and
a functional management tool have allowed
the tire room to regain control of compounds
dumped. The improvements are on track to
reduce compounds dumped nearly 50%, saving
the business $70,000 annually.

Managing Learners and the Bid
Process:
(Rich Wince) Studying the data systems
revealed an opportunity to eliminate steps and
build processes for timely updates. Reliable
data systems set the stage for an electronic
bid system ready for deployment in 2019,
addressing teammate concerns voiced on RTM
and automating an archaic paper shuffling
process in HR.

“Many thanks to our team
members for your tremendous
efforts that allow us to work
both harder and smarter.”
In 2018, Palooza was instrumental in
introducing team members to B-Well,
the plants’ holistic health and wellness
program, which also provides support
for team members for professional
growth, team building, and community
involvement.
Similar to last year, in addition to team
members’ improvement projects, community
vendors were present to promote their
products and services as part of B-Well.
In total, more than 350 teammates attended
the event, visiting vendors that included
Community Choice Credit Union, Affinity
Credit Union, Ashford University, Compass
Chiropractic, Living History Farms, the ICD,
SA3, the Des Moines Cycle Club, and a Hy-Vee
Dietician. Additionally, our very own EMS team
performed SP02, blood pressure, and blood
sugar checks on teammates.
We even had a station with virtual reality
simulations our sales team uses to train dealers
and farmers out in the field!
A few lucky teammates were able to take
their shot at getting some extra cash with
Community Choice Credit Union’s Cash Vault
and other vendors offered enticing giveaways.
For the first time, punch cards were used to
encourage teammates to chat with all vendors
and teammates showcasing improvement
projects.Teammates and vendors alike gave a
big thumbs-up to the punch cards.The more
punches you received, the better the prize!
Teammates were also able to snack on healthy
options like protein puppy chow, protein balls,
veggies with hummus and ranch, and trail mix.
This year, improvements were made to the
B-Well and Palooza partnership to help with
traffic flow, which was well-received by team
members. Vendors even had a chance to
browse the improvement projects and enjoyed
learning about the company.
We hope you enjoyed the event and were
able to learn something new and make new
connections!
If you have feedback or ideas for next year’s
Palooza, please email our B-Well committee at:
BwellDSM@firestoneag.com.

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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H A P P Y B I R T H D AY

APRIL

MAY

Mohamed Ahamed Abdalla
Joe Alexander
Joseph Anderson
Frank Askvig
Michael Aves JR
Mark Babb
James Bailiff
Scott Baxter
Teresa Belieu
Dillon Blasnitz
Scott Braunschweig
Marvin Campos
Rick Carmer
Joe Catalfo
Khamsay Cavan
Adam Chan
John Cheatem
Travis Cherry
Thomas Chia
Vantith Chup
Alison Clay
Chad Cline
Torbin Cook Stratton
Evelyn Cooper
Richard Cooper
Charles Cowan
Curt Craig
Larry Debruyn
Christy Dennis
Dao Dinh
Barry Downs
Jesus Escobedo
Kenneth Evans
Steven Evans
Joshua Gideon
James Gray
Thomas Griffin
Jeffrey Harrigan
Terrell Harris
Larry Havens II
Amy Hemphill
Keith Heston
Robert Hickman
Jeffrey Higgins
Amos Holt IV
Becky House
Christopher Houser
Timothy Hunter
Tom Huth
Mitchell Jemison
Jeff Johnson
Abby Johnson
Natascha Kelderman
Mohamed Kemokai
David Kendall
Scott Kenney
Don Kimmel
Jeffrey Knight
David Kopf
Deepak Kothari
Jeffrey Kuhns
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T E A M M AT E S

Joseph Lease
Teresa Lenze
Billy Lewis
Romeir Loggins
Jack Lovell
Nathan Mains
Virasanh Manivong
Joshua May
Michael Mc Kay
Brant McElwee
Shawn McFadden
Richard Mesecher
Lori Miller
Robert Navin
Neil Nelson
Thomas Newby
Stephen Njuguna
Richard Ogg
Timothy Parker
Amos Peters JR
Bill Peterson
Kevin Plew
Victor Postel
William Raymond IV
Michael Reed
Kyle Rice
Jack Richard
Dewayne Robinson SR
Jorge Salgado
Michael Salia JR
Paul Sayaovang
Corey Schumacher
Galen Sellers
Tamera Shinn
Paul Shipman
Eric Short
James Sickels
Dada Slebo
Lambert Smallfoot
Joseph Snider
Lee Sovath
Justin Steiner
Chad Swanson
Nouane Sylalom
Phouthone Sylavong
Charles Taylor
Keetha Temple I
Sue Thomas
Miguel Tinoko
Gonpue Tokpa II
Jeffrey Vance
David Vandyke
Steven Vonk
Jason Walburn
Cory Weaver
Justin Wheeler
Jeffrey Whitcomb
Brandon Wiese
Jeffrey Wittmer
Michael Yori

Spring 2019

Casey Amos
Cardale Ballentine III
Jonathan Barlee
John Barnie
Brett Baxter
Johnni Bayne
Lloyd Bell
Kristin Bentley
Andrew Brunk
Brant Budding
Minh Bui
Taijah Burton
Siaoming Chai
Sally Chal
Emmanuel Chea JR
Misty Christopher
Christopher Cleveland
Josh Coffman
Jeffrey Cooper
Anthony Cross
Timothy Degeest
Amber Dennis
Michael Desplanques
Gerald Dubose
Jennifer Dunfee
Jose Espitia
Larry Etter JR
Troy Fee
Bryan Ferguson
David Fett
Misti Finley
Andrew Fischer
Joshua Fleenor
Vanthony Fleming
David Garland
Reed Gebert
Curtis Gifford
Hiram Graves
Darin Gulling
Alexander Hagen
Gregory Halford
Troy Hall
Michael Hanson
Oussama Hleihel
Si Ho
Ronald Hoskins JR
Ronnie Ingram
Matthew Johnson
Danielle Jones
Terry Jones
Tyler Kadera
Prince Karpeh

Nathan Karr
Steven Kjellberg
Moses Kollie
Casey Leonard
Matthew Linn
Stephen Lisle
Jared Lofland
Stephan Long
Tan Lovan
Fong Lovanh
Jessell Lowe JR
Tony Matthews
Howard McDaniel
Lucero Medina
Kolayout Mila
Roger Mills
Daniel Mullins
James Mundy
Joseph Murray
Abdelkarim Musa JR
David Oberhart
Marc Oetker
Art Olson II
Predrag Orescanin
Tony Orlando
David Painter
Travis Parker
Andre Parker Johnson SR
Danny Pham
Vathany Phengsiaroun
Southong Phommavong
Kevin Pirtle
Dennis Quick
Max Rankin JR
Michael Reed
Gage Richardson
Monte Ripperger
Brett Robb
Edith Rynearson
John Schinckel III
Gabrielle Shiner
David Simons
Laurie Sinklier
James Smart II
Matt Smothers
Ryan Steffens
Willie Taylor
Derek Thomas
Nathaniel Thomas JR
Miriam Thompson
Jacob Tiernan
Dexter Tukpei
Harold Vantassel

Kelly Vanvalkenburg
Jacob Vincent
Savang Visonnavong
Lawrence Voshell
Correy Wallace
Daniel Welch
David Whitney
Christopher Williams
Adam Wiseman
Theresa Woods
Dianna Workman
Michael Young

JUNE
Jeff Allsup
Brandon Andrews
Douglas Bachmann
Travis Bainter
Krista Bainter
Salim Bajric
Lawrence Baptiste
Steven Beahr
Damion Blasnitz
Paul Bowers
Jerry Branchcomb JR
Bryan Breon
Terry Breuklander
Geoffrey Cadogan
Shane Calkins
John Campbell JR
Craig Canavan
Guy Clark
Andrew Clark
Johnathon Cook
Corey Cooper
Trenton Cooperman
Steven Cope
Randall Crouse
Joe Curry
Taylor Dakin
Anthony Dimaio
Dennis Draman
Elicia Duncan Giese
Shayne Dyer
Evan Ewing
Cheryl Fink
Luciano Gallardo III
Luciano Gallardo IV
Dale Gard
James Garswah
Prince George

H A P P Y B I R T H DAY,
T E A M M AT E S !

Frank Gillespie
Yuri Green
Bradley Harris
Rene Harry
James Hellvig
Debra Herman-Burt
Christopher Hick
Deborah Hobbs
David Horton
Dan Hupp
Catherine Hutt
Gary Irvin
Melvin Jewell
Jerry Johnson
Tommie Jones
Daniel Kelley
Robert Lindsey
Bounmy Lovan
John Marco
Chasity Martin
Paul Martinez
Kenneth McDaniel
Corey McMillian
Scott Montgomery
Nathan Nartey
John Nelson
Danny Owens
Brad Parcher
Samantha Peterson
Kim Peterson
Jason Pewe
Elizabeth Piper
John Poage
Melissa Ramirez
Daphnlia Rankin
Chris Rauch
Norman Reinier
Brian Rittman
Joshua Roach
Cynthia Romeo
Andrew Rorebeck
Tut Ruei
Chanthasone Sanachit
Darryl Scott
Keon Sharp
Ronald Sheeder
Francis Slanger
Gary Smith
Lowell Smith
Rabbiatu Smith
Jeremiah Spencer
Richard Swim
Chris Tague
Saybea Tarlesson
Dick Vandenbroeke
Justin Volker
Jerryetta Wehyee II
Dave Wood
Nathaniel Wreh SR
Chris Yoakum

MILESTONES

FROM
5 YEARS
TO
35 YEARS,
THANK YOU
FOR ALL THAT
YOU DO.

35 years
Dennis Bolich

797

4/2/1984

30 years
Kelly Coleman

651

4/3/1989

Dick Vandenbroeke

831

4/10/1989

Aaron Oviatt

831

4/10/1989

John Williams JR

169

4/24/1989

Terri Lyon

797

5/1/1989

Tuet Chung

179

5/8/1989

Robert Goods

426

5/8/1989

Mary Prescott

763

5/15/1989

Sunny Pich

179

6/2/1989

Seuang Lovan

412

6/2/1989

25 years
Eugene Merritt

764

6/27/1994

20 years

231

20 years of service

Randy Piper

146

30 years of service

James May

145

31 years of service

Deborah Haley

548

24 years of service

Tommy Gowdy

139

23 years of service

Thomas Fucaloro

145

31 years of service

Timothy Salazar

426

30 years of service

179

5/5/2004

Lalm Douch

179

5/5/2004

Nathan Wright

831

5/5/2004

Randy Randolph

831

5/5/2004

Michael Dokun

248

5/5/2004

Jack Lovell

954

5/17/2004

Jesse Mesecher

169

5/19/2004

Jack Lewis

831

5/19/2004

Doug Vandyke

831

5/19/2004

John Kish

954

5/24/2004

Jeffrey Knight

123

5/26/2004

Heather Weicht

422

6/2/2004

William Bodensteiner

831

6/2/2004

Kelly Vanvalkenburg

831

6/2/2004

Luep Douch

123

6/2/2004

Lance Street

231

6/2/2004

Paul Huber

426

6/2/2004

Larry Baughman

831

6/2/2004

Brett Marts

831

6/2/2004

Steve Pierre

763

4/26/1999

Shawn Jenkins

412

6/9/2004

Joshua Wheeler

178

5/12/1999

Nathan Mains

761

6/16/2004

Amit Agarwal

374

5/17/1999

Corey Cooper

761

6/16/2004

Robert Craig

761

5/30/1999

Travis Cherry

124

6/18/1999

Keith Lester

831

4/14/2014

James Smart II

370

4/14/2014

15 years

Outhene Chareunsab

Matthew Leber

5 years

Tony Vannaseng

139

4/7/2004

Michael McCallister

831

5/5/2014

Calvin Waskow

139

4/14/2004

Jessica Wallin

536

5/12/2014

Aaron Gunderson

178

4/14/2004

Thomas Brumback

376

5/27/2014

Ryan Kelly

179

4/14/2004

Jason Vandervorst

831

6/2/2014

Donald Becker

412

4/14/2004

Charles Cowan

831

6/2/2014

Abigail Jones

912

4/26/2004

Matthew Slocum

831

6/6/2014

Steven Repplinger

422

5/5/2004

Rex Watson

954

6/9/2014

Raymond Beaty

169

5/5/2004

Chanthana Souliya

123

6/30/2014

RETIREMENTS
4TH QUARTER 2018
Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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MEET NEW TEAMMATES
What did you do before joining
the Bridgestone team?

What are some interesting
facts about you?

Travis Bainter Beads/WW

Mike Guzman Curing/Final

Mainly retail-cashier work

Warehouse management.

? Video games, music, etc.

? Restore old cars. Working on my
1970 Super Bee.

Krista Bainter, mother

Mohammed Hassan

Scott Baxter Engineering

Stock cutting

Critical Facility Engineer with
BGIS, contracted to work at
Microsoft Data Center.
? Gardening, woodworking,
fabricating and inventing new
designs, working on cars and
trucks, and home brewing
craft beer.

Construction company and
stocking at Walmart.
? I enjoy watching movies and
listening to pop music.
Abdalla Abdelaziz, 124, friend

Meisha Johnson Tire Room

James Cooper Curing/Final
Worked in a factory, sanitarium,
forklift driver, prepared pepperoni.
? Listening to music, sports,
traveling, meeting new people.

Trent Cooperman
Maintenance

Maintenance Supervisor at John
Deere Des Moines Works, Proctor
& Gamble, Iowa City..
? I play guitar, sing, and write
songs and have played many shows
around the Des Moines area.

Nicholas Crawford Tire Rm
Tint windows, UPS and
Titan Tire.
? I love spending time with
my family.

Stacking cooler, ordering
product for the store, counting
deposits and doing store books,
customer service.

Juan Flores Curing/Final
I was a manager for a carpet
cleaning business.
? In my free time I like to spend
it with my kids.

Koffi Kouma Beads/WW
Machine operator.
? I play piano and I’m a
chorus leader in my church. I
teach people.
Shantrise Jordan, 412, in-law.

Remington Lillo Stock cutting
Basic stuff, I could receive
merchandise from companies and
count, sort kit, then ship to another
company.
? I watch movies, play games,
and draw.
Troy Lillo, 145, dad

Jonathan Madison Tire Rm
Construction, machine operator..

? Soccer, running, movies, taking
care of kids..
Lamine Deko, 124, Mark Johnny,
412, friends

Abel Reeves Warehouse
I worked at PDI.
? I promote parties and do
events, the CEO of Foreign Life
Entertainment and also manage
an Afro beat artist..
Joseph Wilson, 412, uncle

Sahr Saidu Tire Rm
Loan processing, money transfer
for Advance America.

Robin Wheeler, 159, is my
brother’s father-in-law

Becky Keeling Tire Room

John McCuddin Tire Rm

? Staying home with my kids,
going out in the field ministry to
preach, watching basketball games
and going out for food shopping.

Legal Assistant.

Mohamed Kemokai

Retread (repairing). I fixed all
the holes and beads on all the tires
sent to me.

Tire Room

? Drag racing, I love going fast..

I worked as a remodeling
supervisor for a year and a half.
Have also worked for a different
tire company, later became a
supervisor for QPS.

Kyle Rice, 145, Paul Johnson,
159, Stan Burrell, 831, friends

Also I’m a hard worker, love
working with people, will make
friends. I’m a team player and also
respectful.
Shantrise Jordan, 412, in-law.

Scott Baxter
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Burke Sanitation
and production.

? Golf, and I play tournament disc
golf.

Rayvon Miller Curing/Final
Machine operator.
? Spending time with my kids.
Playing basketball and football,
working out..

Michael Salia, 169, friend

Cori Shields Warehouse
I was tossing tires off trucks.

Jerryetta Wehyee
Stock cutting

Mosaic, caregiver.
? Dancing, shopping, always
smiling, caring, free-spirited.
Lamnie Deko, 124, Mark Johnny,
412, friends

Randy Fondren, 139, friend

“Staying home with my kids, going out in the field
ministry to preach, watching basketball games
and going out for food shopping.”

“I enjoy Gardening, woodworking, fabricating and inventing
new designs. Also working on cars and trucks, and home
brewing craft beer.”
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Augustus Nyemah Tire Rm

? Spending time with family
and friends. I have a diploma in
Mechanical Drafting and am two
classes short in my AA for Human
Services.

? I enjoy playing sports such as
football, soccer, and basketball.
Also love listening to music, all
types of music.

Keetha Temple, 248, cousin

Do you have any relatives or close
friends that work here?

Sahr Saidu

by Elyssa Appleton

Performance EVOlution
Better Price. Same Firestone Excellence.

After extensive development and
testing, Firestone now offers
a brand new high quality, lower
priced AG tire line for the end
user. And it is important to
note that this tire is currently
being produced at the Des Moines
Firestone plant.
The Performer EVO was designed for
consumers looking for a more affordable
option embodying many of the company’s
signature performance capabilities.
With a long-standing track record for
producing high-end, tried-and-true tire patterns
over the past 20 years, EVO is a response to
increasing consumer demand and competition.
Tom Rodgers, Executive Director, Global Ag
Solutions, said for a long time the industry
primarily featured an R1 standard tractor tire
tread depth and height. In the 1980s, radial
tires were developed, followed a decade later
by greater tread depths for wetter soils.
“That deeper lug is becoming more of the
norm.The tread depth on some of our original
radials was too shallow compared to what the
competition was putting out.They performed
great and customers loved them but going
from an R1 to an R1W tread depth was what
we needed to do.”
It was time to update, including using
deeper treads.
“We recognized we were struggling to put
a tire in the market that didn’t need to have
bullet-proof performance at a price point that
could match the imports,” said Steve Pierre,
Technical Services Manager.
CO NT I NUE > >

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE
When we asked who was involved
in this project, the names began
pouring in, and at one point Tech
Services Manager Steve Pierre replied
all, “it takes a village!”
Many thanks to these teammates and
contractors from far and near who
brought this project from conception
to reality:

Tire Layers Tim Cox & Matt Barten

Tom Rodgers

ATC: Jim Kozy, Jake Walters, Dennis
Snyder, Matt Thomas, Paul Hamilton, Ben
Rimai, Ross Smith, Keven Kosmac
PSD: Jason Para, Zach Lorenz, Larry
Barton
DSM teammates not pictured:
Russ Nurre, David Busch, Derek
Bolles, Kellen Schultz, Don Zeiser,
Sai Mandiramoorthy, Steve Pierre.
Maintenance: Nathan Wright, Vince
Goodman, Bill Peterson, Steve Daniels,
Greg Brown, Deepak Kothari, Mick
McGinley, Brandon Umscheid. Sales/
Marketing Division: Jodi Castillo

Among the new entrants to contend with
were India's up-and-comer BKT and
Alliance Tire Group (ATG).
“If we didn’t do something, we knew we
would lose market share for those tires. And
once you lose it, it’s really hard to get it back.”
“There are a lot more players and price
points in the market,” Rodgers added.
“It’s just diluted.”

Engineers Cody Ellens, Dustin McKee,
David Grasso, and Kevin McCants.
A team was created, drawing in expertise from
the company's design, engineering, materials,
and manufacturing areas,led by Jake Walters
from ATC. Walters and his team were tasked
with constructing a tire at a reduced cost that
still upheld the Firestone brand promise.
“We had to find a way to be better at materials
and manufacturing — and be more efficient,”
he said. "The core essence of the EVO tire is
the Firestone brand promise... continuous
delivery of the Boss's expectations."
Performer EVO, considered a “Tier Two” tire,
doesn’t require all the bells and whistles of
other Firestone tires because of the target
audience and working environment in mind.
“This product is aimed at the owner of a midsized operation with a tractor working in the
feed lot. It’s for someone who doesn’t want to
make an investment in high technology, but
still wants a robust product,” Pierre said.

“If we could come up with something
stronger, could we reduce the number of body
plies? Were there things we could change on
the tread rubber? Can we make the rubber less
expensive by modifying some properties?”
They came up with some experimental fabrics
and rubber compounds, built the tires and
tested them.
“The results were kind of poor the first time,”
he said.“So, we looked at where the tire failed
and why.
We went back to the drawing board and
built more test tires until we came up with
a construction that used 30 percent fewer
components but showed a similar endurance
to our Tier One tires in normal applications.”

Creating the EVO was a nearly two-year task
that took numerous trial-and-error efforts.

The Performer EVO was then tested in reallife situations to ensure it would do what was
intended.“We’ve done our due diligence and
can confirm the tire performs the way it’s
supposed to. We made sure we had built a
good tire,” he said.

“We were focused on how we could produce
a tire that worked the way consumers
expected while reducing the cost to make it,”
Pierre said.

Rodgers said the deeper tread depth and
visual appearance offer a full package that
should allow Firestone to become even more
competitive in the replacement market.

The team began brainstorming.

And because Tier Two tires are centered
around efficiency, team members are using
special precision to produce them.

“The core essence of the EVO tire is the Firestone brand
promise... continuous delivery of the Boss's expectations ”
Steve Pierre
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Ron Hearn

“Firestone is a best seller in the
AG business. It’s a great product
that’s worked well for our
customers, and Firestone has
always taken care of us.”

Ron Hearn

“You have to be much better at making the tire,
because components were taken out that would help
it withstand variations in the field,” he said.
Rick Matejka, Firestone Ag West/South Regional Sales
Manager, said the initial reaction from consumers has
been positive.
“Success looks very good, but the line needs to
expand to its additional planned sizes as soon as
possible.” Currently, phase one of the EVO project
includes 14 sizes.
“We’re in the process of a second phase that will
include more sizes. Once we’re finished, we’d like to
have 40 sizes in the Tier Two market,” Pierre said.
The intention is to spread many of the features
in the production capability of the Performer
EVO further down the road for additional
efficiency benefits.
“It’s a very good first step,” Rodgers said.
Ron Hearn, owner of Cy and Charley’s, a tire and
appliance shop in Independence, Iowa, started selling
the Performer EVO about two years ago. Like Matejka,
he said, the response has been very good.
As far as stacking up with the competition? Hearn
said the EVO performs better overall and the warranty
makes him feel more comfortable selling the Firestone
brand over others.
“Firestone has a six-year warranty. If we sell a
customer a tire without a warranty, we end up going
in the hole instead of making money.”
Hearn also has a special affinity for the Firestone
brand. His family has been selling the tires since 1933.
He’s the third generation to do so.
“Firestone is a best seller in the ag business. It’s a great
product that’s worked well for our customers, and
Firestone has always taken care of us,” he said.
Both Rodgers and Pierre agree a selling point for any
Firestone tire is the team members and the plant.
“It’s really great that our team members are proud of
the brand and what it means to Iowa,” Pierre said.
Rodgers enjoys giving dealers and farmers tours of
the plant and the opportunity to interact with team
members on the floor.

PHOTO C R EDI T : C H A R L I E M C C A R D L E

“It’s educational,” he said.“There’s a difference
between the Betty Crocker theory of tire making and
the actual assembly process, which is one piece at a
time. And our team always sends a good message —
that there’s a great relationship between business
and manufacturing.”

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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Safety
Displays an
unwavering
commitment
to safety.
Quality

UNWAVERING EXCELLENCE
THE HARVEY S FIRESTONE AWARD

Integrity

The first recipients of the Harvey S. Firestone Award were announced in late
February. Scott Cross, a Standard Work Technician in Continuous Improvement,
just passed his 31st anniversary with the company, and received the clock card
teammate award. The salary teammate award went to Teresa BeLieu, a Quality
Control Crew Leader who will celebrate 25 years with Bridgestone later this year.
Over thirty teammates were nominated for the award by
their peers.
We were able to surprise Scott with a visit from his wife,
father, and grandkids. Frank Cross retired in 2009 with 37
years in. His clock card number was 4601.
We asked Scott what he thought when he saw his family
trooping in with black and red balloons, followed by plant
and Union management.“I couldn’t figure it out,” he said,
shaking his head.“I thought maybe I was retiring and
didn’t know it!”
Teresa (pictured above with her son, Shaun Anderson,
Mold Change) called it an incredible honor.“I owe this
honor to all my friends and coworkers who believe there
is a better world, and we are the ones and the people who
will be the change,” she said.
Scott and Teresa each received an Amazon gift card, a
personalized etched glass award to keep at home, and
their names will be engraved on a perpetual plaque that
will remain at the plant.
CONGRATULATIONS to both of these
outstanding teammates!

“I owe this honor to all my friends
and coworkers who believe there is
a better world and we are the ones
and the people who will be
the change.”
Teresa BeLieu
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Is committed
to product
excellence
and complies
with standards.

Does what’s right
even when no one
is looking.
Customer Service
Puts the BOSS
first (customers,
internal teammates,
external vendors,
etc.).
Diversity &
Inclusion
Respects and
values each
teammate’s unique
differences.
Teamwork
Recognizes
everyone’s
contributions, puts
team first over self,
helps others, and
goes above and
beyond.
Creative
Pioneering
Looks for
opportunities to
improve processes,
enhance systems,
and educate others.
Community
Impact
Gives back and is
actively involved in
the community.

O UR

GL

BAL SLOGAN
Work Towards
Our Goal of

“DAN-TOTSU”
Through
Effective Communication,
Teamwork, &
a Sense of Ownership.
Group CEO/Group COO

Upcoming
B-Well events
to look for
E V E N T S

April

May

Community Garden planning meeting
(See Samantha Peterson or email BwellDSM@
firestoneag.com if interested)

JDRF Walk and Lunch & Learn

Stuff the Bus Book Drive

CelebrAsian

Easter Activity at
Affinity Credit Union

Pedal the Prairie
(Neal Smith Wildlife Refuge)

Earth Day Clean Up

June

Volunteer Week Activity

Blood Drive

Bike Month kick-off ride

Company Bike Social
(SE E BAC K C OVE R!)

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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4600 NW 2nd St
Des Moines IA 50313-1755

PAID

Fun for the whole
family! There will be
food, a playground,
and trails for everyone
to enjoy.

Saturday, June 1st

DES MOINES, IA
PERMIT NO. 5107

TO OPEN THE BIKE
SOCIAL, WE WILL BE
GIVING AWAY FOUR
HIGH-END BIKES!
(ONE MEN'S, ONE WOMEN'S, AND TWO CHILDREN'S)*

Cottonwood Recreation Area #1
Saylorville Lake

Any teammate who signs up to participate will be put into
the drawing. MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN. Bikes will at the
event and will be adjusted to fit the winning riders!

More details to come! Questions?
See Samantha Peterson or Teresa Belieu.

*Bikes generously donated by our friends at Affinity
Credit Union, and supplied by Kyle's Bikes in Ankeny.

